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If new heavier W ’e and/or Z’s are discovered at the SSC, 
only partial information on their couplings to quarks and lep- 
tons can be obtained by studying their decays into electrons 
and muons. In particular, without polarired beams, one cannot 
distinguish between heavy W ’s which have left-handed (WL) or 
right-handed (W,) couplings to all fermions. Here, we study the 
r decays of WL and W, and compute the distributions of the T 
decay products. The most striking effect is W  4 r + N followed 
by T --) AU,; the pr distribution of the pion can distinguish WL 
from WR (without a measurement of the pion electric charge). 

1. Introduction 
If new heavier W ’s and/or Z’s are discovered at the SSC, it 

will be important to investigate their couplings to quarks and 
leptons.’ We presume that a new vector boson will first be dis- 
covered by its purely leptonic decay mode: W  -) eN, PN and 
z + e+c- 1 P+P-- Based on the experience obtained at the 
CERN SppS with the discovery of the W(83) and the Z(94),2 
we expect that only of order 10 leptonic events are needed in 
order to discover a new W  or Z. (A possible complication arises 
if N  is a new heavy neutrino which decays inside the detector. 
However, the presence of the Jacobian peak in the pT distribu- 
tion of the electron (or muon) should be sufficient to identify 
the new W  signal.) 

The dominant production mechanism responsible for new 
W  and Z production is qq annihilation. Thus, some information 
about the couplings of the vector boson to quarks and leptons 
can be obtained by measuring distributions of the final state 
leptons. In this article, we shall focus on what one can learn 
about the couplings of a new charged W*. For simplicity, we 
shall assume that the couplings of the W ’ to quarks and leptons 
are universal - either pure Y - A or V + A. The vector boson 
will be denoted by either W, or WR respectively. Suppose such 
a vector boson is found in pp collisions and is seen to decay into 
e-N (where the N is not observed or ignored). The electron 
angular distribution is shown in figure 1, reflecting the (1 + 
cos 0)’ distribution of the subprocess tid + Wi,R + e-N. Note 
that both Wi and Wi lead to the same distributions. To obtain 
a distribution of electrons peaking at 6’ = 180” would require a 
V - A coupling at the &fW vertex and a V + A coupling at 
,he e-NW vertex or vice versa. For pp + W+ --) c+N, the 
above statements are modified by replacing cos 8 + - cos 0. (In 
pp scattering, the costi distribution is symmetric about 9O9.) 
Other distributions can be studiedi nevertheless, one always 
finds that Wi and Wi are indistinguishable unless polarised 
beams are employed. 
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In this article, we will examine another way to untangle 
the coupling of new vector bosons to quarks and leptons. The 
method involves observing the decay W  -+ TN and measuring 
the distributions of the final state decay products of the T. The 
decay of the r proceeds via the emission of a virtual W(83) 
which has V - A couplings to quarks and leptons. However, 
the T produced from a new W  decay is either purely left-handed 
or right-handed depending on the nature of the T-NW vertex. 
Therefore, the decay distributions of the r decay products can 
differentiate between WL and WR. 

Fig. 1. Angular distribution of electrons from a 
1 TeV heavy WL or WR, integrated over pr. The 
angle 8, is defined relative to the proton beam. 

2. Tans-Distinguishing between WL and WR 

We shall summarize the needed formulas for determining the 
spectrum of some final state particle arising from the sequential 
decay process W  --) TN followed by r decay. Let us denote 
the observed final state particle by a (i.e. T -+ a + X’, where 
X’ is unobserved). The appropriate parton model formula for 
pp -4 n + X is: 

dzldzz ji(Zl)jj(Z2) $ dg ycose (1) 
0 a a 

where fi,, = (& - m~)‘/2, and variables &, i,, are defined in - 
the parton center-of-mass frame. In the limit where all final 
state particle masses are neglected, & and 6, are related to the 
variables E,,, 8. memured in the laboratory frame (pp center- 
of-mass frame) via: 

1 PaI 

cost _ 22 - 21 tan’ W2 
’ - 22 + zr tar? 9.12 Pb) 
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The sum in equation (1) is taken over the appropriate quark This result can be obtained in another way. Let k be the 
distribution functions fi(Z,Mw) evaluated at a Q* equal to the four-momentum of the lr. In the rest frame of the T, we define the 
squared vector boson mass. The partonic cross section 6 of r-axis to be the axis of quantization for the T spin. In this frame, 

-mea is iid -+ D + X via the sequential process iid + W- + k = ?$(l; sin B, 0, COB 8). If we boost to a frame where the r 
T-N, T- * o + X’. We now turn to the computation of b for is moving along the s-axis with velocity u, then in this frame 
the cases of interest: E, = i~m,(l + v cae-8) and E,= ym, where 7 = m. In 

the limit where u -+ 1, the pion energy fraction z = E./E, -+ 

(a) ad 4 e- + X (via W,YR + T-N, T- -+ C-D,v,) cos* ;. The decay rate of a r- with helicity &i into I-Y, is 
given by 

The calculation is simplified by observing that T’S originat- 
ing from W& decay are completely polarized (where, we are ne- 
glecting effects of order my/M$). Thus, we may use the method 
of calculation described by Barnett, et al.’ The result for Wi 
was obtained there and the result for Wi is new. We define 

C(B^,) = 
I&& 1 + COB e^$ 

24 sin’8u[(w,. - S)* + I’$~~] (3) 

r (7- (fl/Z) + r-u,) a Id:/:/,, 1,2(@)12 (6) 

which leads to a cos2 2” (sin* :) distribution for a T helicity of 
+i (-i). In the partonic center-of-mass frame where the I- is 
moving, this translates into a pion energy distribution of z (l-z) 
which agrees with equation (4). 

(c) Ed -) p- + X (via Wi,R --+ T-N, T- -a p-u,) 

where B = sztzz is the par-tonic squared center-of-mass energy 
and 6, is the angle cf the e- measured with respect to the in- 
coming d-quark. Then, 

dB 
= B,C(i,) x i(l - “3) 

d&d cos 6, (1+22)(1- 2)s : “w”, (4) 

where z = 2&/G, 0 5 z I: 1. B, is the branching ratio for 
T- -+ e-yy which we take to be about 17%.” 

(b) ad --) A- +X (via WiR + T-N, T- -) u-u,) 

Using the same method of calculation ZM above, we find: 

db 
d&d cos e^. 

where C(i) is given by equation (3), t = 2&/& and B, EJ 
I I%.” The pion mass has been neglected. 

This result has a simple physical interpretation. The r- is 
either left or rightyhanded depending on whether it came from 
WL or WR. But the v, is always left-handed. Thus, because the 
s is spinless, conservation of angular momentum implies that 
rr is emitted preferentially “forward” in the case of W, decay 
and ‘bxkward” in the case of W, decay. This is illustrated in 
figure 2. In the iid center-of-mass frame, this corresponds to an 
energy spectrum of the s which is harder (peaked at z = 1) in 
WR decay and softer (peaked at z = 0) in WL. decay. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the sequential decay WL,R 4 
TN, T --+ KY,. The arrows above the T and v, denote he- 
licity. The u, is always left-handed; the T helicity depends 
on the nature of the W  as shown. Angular momentum con- 
servation demands that the configurations shown abolt are 
the ones favored. 

We find: 

d6 = 4CChJ4 
d&d co9 B, (m? - m:)2(m,2 + 2mi) 

X 
tm:(rng - rnz) + mf(mf - Zm:)(l - t) , W, 

mf[mj, + (mf - Zm;)z] 1 W R  

(7) 
where C(6) is given by equation (3), z = Z&,pl&, (m;/mf 5 
z < 1) and BP IY 22%.’ 

Note that for mP = 0, we obtain a result identical to the 
pion case. Using the helicity arguments previously made (see 
figure Z), this observation implies that in the limit of mP -) 0, 
helicity-zero p’s are dominant. This is correct as can be verified 
by explicit calculation of r(~- + p-u,). To understand why 
this is true, recall that as mP -+ 0, the longitudinal polarization 
vector for the p is approximately c,, @  S/m,, (where k is the 
p momentum), which blows up as mP + 0. In addition, the 
leptonic current jr E Ci,~“j(l - 7s)/Z]u, is not conserved (i.e. 
k,,jJ’ # 0). Thus, the matrix element for r- --( p-u, (which 
is proportional to j’+) favors the longitudinal p’s as we have 
observed above. 

(d) ad + A; + X (via Wi, -+ T-N, T- + A;u,) 

This is a convenient way to parameteriee the decay I- -+ 
~+I-R-v,. The fommlas are identical to equation (7). 

All cases described above assumed Wi,n production. For 
WIR production, the above formulas (equations (4), (5), (7)) are 
modified by replacing C(0) by C(r-0). The energy disttibutions - 
are independent o/ the charge of the vector &son This implies 
that we may differentiate W, from WR without measuring the 
charge of the final state particle. 

3. Pion-Spectrum From Sequential 
WzR -+ T* + ti Detay 

We shall illustrate the results of section 2 by calculating the 
pr spectrum of the outgoing pions resulting from pp -+ WL.R -+ 
TN, T -+ uu, at fi = 40 TeV, where we have chosen Mu = 1 
TeV. Inserting equation (5) into equations (1) and (2) and using 



- 

EHLQ structure functions,’ we have computed the pi distri- 
bution of outgoing pious as shown in figure 3. Note that the 

-distinguishing feature of equation (5) is preserved, namely that 
Wi leads to a harder pion spectrum as compared to Wt. The 
feasibility of such a proposal depends on how etficiently one can 
measure isolated energetic pions in an otherwise quiet event. It 
would be of great interest to attempt such a measurement at the 
CERN SppS, since at present we have no direct evidence that 
the W(83) is a W;-boson. 
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Fig. 3. The pr spectrum of the pion resulting 
from the sequential decay WL.R -B TN, r + WY,. 

4. Discussion and ConcJnrione 

\Ve have argued that observing 7’s from new heavy vector 
bosons could provide an important method to help unravel the 
couplings of the vector boson to quarks and leptons. We have 
il!ustrated the possibility of distinguishing WL from WR by ob- 
serving isolated energetic pione coming from r decay. Other r 
decay modes would also be useful. In particular, multi-prong T 
decays would allow the possibility of using vertex detectors to 

increase the efficiency of T detection. On the other hand, the 
detection of e- and p- from T- decay is probably very difficult. 
Such a signal would be buried under the spectrum of direct c- 
and p- from the new W as well a from the W(83).’ One can 
also learn -about thecouplings at a new heavy 2’ by examin- 
ing 2’ + T’T- and studying the distributions of the r decay 
products. More formalism will be needed and the formulas anal- 
ogous to equations (3), (4), (5), and (7) must be obtained. This 
is presently under investigation. 

The efficient detection of r’B is an important goal at the SSC. 
Learning how to detect isolated r’s at the CERN SppS and the 
FERMILAB TEVATRON would be a significant first step; the 
ability to study W(83) --) rv and Z(Q4) -+ r+r- will provide 
important groundwork for future applications at the SSC. 
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